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Reflect . Clarify . Apply

How to embrace feedback for academic success

What we will learn…
•

Learn how to respond positively to feedback on your assessments.

•

Make better use of your assessment feedback and aim for better grades.

We will focus on…
•

Understanding how feedback can improve your academic success.

•

Moving from being defensive about feedback/criticism to embracing and applying feedback
to become a better student.

Did you know?
•

Studies show that the amount of time you spend interacting with your feedback has a
significant impact on the rate of improvement in subsequent assessment tasks
(Zimbardi et al, 2017).

•

So, by developing better skills in understanding and applying feedback on assessments,
you will achieve stronger academic success.
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Our Plan: Reflect, Clarify, Apply
1. The Big Picture: a growth mindset and using feedback to grow

4

2. Be Inspired: roll with the punches: how to accept feedback, by Sheila Heen

9

3. Talk it through: which path do we take when we receive feedback?
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4. Practicing what we’ve learned: using feedback to improve

12

Activity 1
The Big Picture: a growth mindset and
using feedback to grow
Watch the Introductory Lecture on the topic Reflect, Clarify, Apply: How to embrace feedback for
academic success
•

Different types of feedback

•

Academic feedback: formative and summative

•

Avoiding perfectionism

•

Fixed versus growth mindset

•

Self-regulation

•

Self-compassion

•

How to not be hard on yourself

•

Be aware of negativity bias

•

Your role in receiving feedback

Below is the lecture content and some space to take notes while you watch the lecture.
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Lecture 2

The Big Picture: Reflect, Clarify, Apply
How to embrace feedback for academic success
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Different types of feedback
Academic feedback: formative and summative
Avoiding perfectionism
Fixed versus growth mindset
Self-regulation
Self-compassion
Be aware of negativity bias
Your role in receiving feedback

Formal
annual
reviews
Informal
feedback
from manager
or colleagues

Relationships
Behaviour
Task related

Formative
Summative
Grades
Written
Feedback
Assessment,
course and
program

Academic

Applying for
job

Personal

Project or
task related
Informal or
formal

Professional

Different types of feedback

1
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Academic feedback:
formative and summative
Formative
•

Monitoring tasks that are required
to show your progress.

•

Aren’t formally graded – don’t count
towards your final grade.
•
•
•
•

Summative
•

Assessment tasks that count
towards your overall grade for
course and program.

•

Formal feedback given to explain the
grade.

In-class quizzes
Class and group discussions
Discussion board posts
Practice exams

•
•
•
•

Feedback on drafts
Assessment feedback
Marking rubric
Exam grades

Avoiding perfectionism
‘High standards are good – but perfectionism is a problem’.
‘Perfectionism can lead to a fear of failure.’
Bradley Busch, psychologist, director at InnerDrive and author of Release Your Inner Drive

Busch has four tips to overcome perfectionism:
1. Identify that you are exhibiting perfectionism and think about its
consequences. Can you ever live up to these expectations?
2. Strive for excellence, not perfection. Be realistic about what excellence
means for you.
3. Develop a growth mindset. Believe that you can improve your ability.
4. Remember no one is perfect. There is no such thing as perfect.

Fixed versus growth mindset
Carol Dweck's entity and incremental theorists

Fixed Mindset
•

•
•

Entity theorists: those who believe
that traits are fixed, stable things
(entities) and people should not be
expected to change.
Prefer to stick to doing things they
know they are good at.
Dislike criticism or negative
feedback because they think their
traits are permanent and unfixable.

Growth Mindset
•

Incremental theorists: those who
believe that traits are subject to
change and improvement.

•

Prefer challenges and harder tasks
as they enjoy learning new skills.
Don’t mind criticism or initial failure
as they expect to improve.

•

2
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Self-regulation

Deliberate effort to control your actions.
3 key phases:
1. Commitment To Standards
•

Set yourself a goal. What grade would you like to achieve for the assignment you are
working on?

2. Monitoring
•

Once you receive your grade, assess it against the goal you set. This is where you evaluate
your feedback. If your grade didn’t meet your expectation, what should you do differently
next time?

3. Willpower / Capacity for Change
•

This is the step where you are working on your next assessment. Focus your efforts on
correcting the areas which needed improvement in the last assessment so that this time
you do meet the standard (goal) you set for yourself.

Self-compassion

‘involves acting the same
way towards yourself, as
you would to a friend/
family member, when
you are having a difficult
time, fail, or notice
something you don’t like
about yourself.’
(Neff 2004)

How to not be hard on yourself

3
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Be aware of negativity bias
•

According to a study by psychologists Ito, Larsen, Smith and Cacioppo (1998),
‘Negative information tends to influence evaluations more strongly than
comparably extreme positive information’.

•

Our brains respond more actively to negative information, making that
information easier to recall and more vivid than equally positive information.

•

Keep this in mind when you review your assessment feedback. It might seem
like there was more negative feedback than positive, but that’s just our brains
playing a cruel trick on us.

Your role in receiving feedback
‘Don’t forget it’s the receiver who makes the
criticism constructive’
Jamila Rizvi, Not Just Lucky

Reflect, Clarify, Apply: Workshop
• Be Inspired: Roll With the Punches: How to Accept Feedback,
by Sheila Heen
• Focus on you: how do you use feedback?
• Finding the answers: making better use of feedback
• Be Inspired: breathe and say thank you, by Joy Mayer
• Talk it through: which path do we take when we receive feedback?
• Practicing what we’ve learned: using feedback to improve

4
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Activity 2
Be Inspired: roll with the punches:
how to accept feedback, by Sheila Heen
Shiela Heen, founder of Triad Consulting Group and author of Thanks for the Feedback speaks about
the difficulty in receiving feedback and how we can improve how we respond to feedback.
Heen focuses on the painful disconnect between the need to learn and grow, and the need to be
loved and accepted the way we are now.
Video URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y00Vw1SJuhI
Here is some space to take down notes and tips from the video.
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Activity 3
Talk it through: which path do we take
when we receive feedback?
Divide into two groups:
• Group A will demonstrate how to receive feedback appropriately.
•

Group B will demonstrate how not to receive feedback appropriately.

Focus on the following scenarios and plan how a representative from your group will role-play a
response to each situation of receiving feedback, including preparing notes on your emotional
reaction, your verbal reaction and your behaviour after the feedback is received (perhaps when task
is repeated in the future).
Group A: demonstrate how to receive
feedback appropriately.

Group B: demonstrate how not to receive
feedback appropriately.

1. You have had a job interview and have been told by the hiring manager that you didn’t have enough
experience to be awarded the role.
emotional
reaction

your verbal
reaction

behaviour
after feedback
received
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2. You baked a cake for your sister’s birthday party and one of the guests tells you it is too dry, and
another says there is too much icing.
emotional
reaction

your verbal
reaction

behaviour
after feedback
received

3. You show your tutor a draft of your essay and it comes back covered in comments about how you can
improve each section. There is a lot of work to be done to fix the draft before it is up to the standard
required for submission.
emotional
reaction

your verbal
reaction

behaviour
after feedback
received
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Activity 4
Practicing what we’ve learned:
using feedback to improve
Read the below worksheet ‘Using Feedback to Improve’, a factsheet developed by UniSA Learning
Advisers.
Take out a recent assignment you have received feedback on (a different one that you used in
activity three).
Follow the four steps in the worksheet, taking down notes to help understand and plan your response
to this feedback so that you can use it to improve your next assessment task.

Using Feedback to Improve
Source: UniSA, Using Feedback to Improve, online factsheet developed by UniSA Learning Advisers.
By actively using the feedback that is provided to you (both before and after your work is undertaken)
you can improve your overall understanding of a course, and your academic performance.

How might you receive feedback from your lecturer or tutor?
•

Verbal and written comments or answers to questions delivered both individually or to the
whole group during lectures, tutorials, practicals, placements, presentations, seminars,
workshops etc.

•

Online messages via individual and group emails, or messages on discussion forums.

•

Answers or comments to online or in-class quizzes.

•

Verbal or written comments on assignments to you individually, or your group.

Where else might you find useful feedback?
•

Course Outline or learnonline site for feedback from past attempts at the assignments (e.g.
what to avoid, useful tips etc.).

•

Assignment information – assessment criteria and feedback forms.

•

Self-directed learning tasks, for example some text books have end of chapter quizzes.

What can you expect from feedback?
Feedback is a mixture of positive comments and advice about how you can improve your work.
It may contain constructive criticism and sometimes these comments may disappoint at first.
However, it is important to remember that feedback is designed to help your learning and improve
your skills overall.
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How can you use feedback to improve?
Identify the areas you need to improve in. If you are not sure, clarify with your tutor.
If you have received feedback for more than one assignment, identify common areas you need to
work on and prioritise these.
Be pro-active and make a plan for improvement. If you need strategies on how to improve in the areas
you have identified, make an appointment with a Language and Learning Adviser on your campus.
Put your plan into action, and revisit it after your next assignment to see if you have made
improvements. If necessary revise your plan or seek further advice on strategies.

How to plan for improvement using feedback
Step 1: Read the feedback on your assignment and identify three areas of
your academic writing that need improving and record them below.
1.

2.

3.

Step 2: From the above list:
•

Circle any area where you do not understand what the problem is, and underline areas where
you understand the problem but do not know how to change.

•

Talk to others. What strategies could you use to find out what you need to know?
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Step 3: Using what you have learnt from steps 2 and 3, write a plan of
action to make your improvements.

Step 4: Check your next assignment feedback.
•

Have you made improvements? If not, revise your action plan. If yes, well done!

•

Now it’s time to identify what you want to work on next.

Bringing it all together
•

Your attitude to receiving feedback, and how you react to it, will influence how useful the
feedback is to you.

•

Be grateful for constructive feedback which gives you a chance to improve your future
performance.

•

Try to avoid emotional reactions to feedback which can get in the way of constructive
behaviour.

•

Use a growth mindset: ask for as much feedback as possible in order to improve your
strategies and behaviours for finding success in life.
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If you need help…
If this workshop has brought up any difficult emotions or feeling of distress which you feel you would
like to speak to someone about, please talk to your tutor and access your university’s support
services, which are there to help.

Other useful contacts:
Lifeline
For distress or other mental health issues.
Telephone: 13 11 14
24 hours, 7 days
www.lifeline.org.au

Kids Helpline
Telephone, web and email counselling for students up to 25 years old.
Telephone: 1800 551 800
24 hours, 7 days
www.kidshelpline.com.au/teens/
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